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W lam E. lank

University Of South Florida
Tampa, Florida

I. What Is "Competency-Based Education?

A. Goes by many lables: personalized instruction, individualized instruction,
programmed learning, mastery learning, performance based instruction, etc.
Each of these terms are not entirely synonomousbut are loosely inter-
changerable.

B. Arose out of criticism of the "conventional", system. Among the often
heard criticisms of the more conventional approach to education and
training are:

1. Often, instructors and students are not sure exactly what is to be
learned.

There is lack of a systematic, well thought out approach to
curriculum.

Not enough high quality student learning materials are available or:
are used.

4.. Students'are forced to move on to the next learning task before fully
mastering the one they are on.

5. Students complain about long, boring lectures, too many lengthy
reading assignments, ot enough hands-on work and irrelevant
activities.

6. Trainees must sit through instruction in tasks they have already
mastered previously.

7. Too few trainees reach a high level of proficiency in each task.

8. Too must subjectivity in evaluation and grading.

9. Many marginally competent students slide by with low grades and yet
successfully complete the programme.

10. New students must wait weeks or months to begin training, even when
there are vacancies.

11. Too many trainees drop out and never complete trairing programmes.

12. When the instructor leaves, too often, the curriculum leaves too.

13. All students are treated the same - they must start at the same
point, proceed with the group and exit at the same point.

14. Students spend too little time actually engaged in learning.

15. Students are given very little feedback about how well they may or
may not be learning along the way.
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Basic Differences Between the Competency-Based and tne Traditional Aporoach

(Handbook For Develcoinc Cam etency-Based Trainino Proarams by wi.liam

EI717-777177;73771737:

COMPETENCY-BASED
EDUCATION (CBE)

TRADITION4

WHAT CBE programs ate based on
precisely stated, occupa-
tionally verified
cometencies or tasks

Traditional programs are
usually based on instruc-
tional content taken from
textbooks, course outlines
and other sources removed
from the job itself.

Student:, learn

(outcomes) required, by successful :

workers on the job.

ROW Students learn from care-
fully developed, high

Most or all of the instrud,
tion is delivered by live
instructor demonstrations
and lectures. °

Students learn

(instruction)

duality, packaged and,medi
ate'" learning materials
supported by instructar
interaction at appropriate
paint's.

-....

'wHEN . Typically, students con-
Oxtuesworking on fach task
until a high level of
mastery, is reached and

Students usually proceed
through the program as a
large group spending pre-
determined time periods on
each task. (50 minutes, 3.
hours, 6 weeks, etc.).

Students proceed
from task to task

(pacing)

only then, move on to the
next task.

.

IF Each student must actually
demonstrate ability to .

perform each .task to a

Heavy reliance on paper and
pencil testing and aroup
testing.' Marginal par-
romance (C or 0) may be
acceptable

Students learned

(testing)

high level of proficiency
.0

beforq being considered
competent.

II. Making The Transition To CBE

A. Focus instruction on specific "competencies" (tasks) rather than content or
material. These are usually listed on a task listing or competency profile.
Approaches for identifying and validating competencies include:

1. Review of literature or other documents
2. Based on instructor's knowledge
3. Professional concensus
4. Observation of workers
5. OACUMprocess

4
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Fr PROGRAM TASK LISTING 0000
TASX HOURS

DEPT./PROG.
IN 9273 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY

Imilon,-

ei . 12

01 7

02 3

03 2

B 552

PARTICIPATING IN ORIENTATION TO RVTC

Complete orientation'to CSVE
Complete orientation to good work habits
Identify electrical and shoe? .safety practices

01 10
02 15
03 10
04 10
05 10
06 10
07 15
08 10
0,9 15
10 9

11 10

10
13 10
14 15
1: 15

16 15
17 15
18 10
19 15
20 1 15
21 15
22 20
23 . 15
24 10

25 20
26 18 .

27 20
28 25
29 30
30 80

55

285

01 15

02 15
03 15
04 10
05 10
06 10
07 10
08 10
09 15

ACQUIRING4FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY

RYTC

Acquire general knowledge of electricity
Demonstrate and use ohm's law
Define electrical terminology and draw electric symbols
Analyze DC circuits with a voltohm-milliameter (VOM)
Calculate values in DC series circuits,
Determine resistor values
Calculate values in DC parallel circuits
Connect batteries in,DC circuits
Calculate and measure electrical energy
Identify conduction in liquids and gases
Identify magnetic properties and eleutromacnetism
Describe and test rectifiers am semi-conductors
Describe and analyze AC cirtui,
Analyze AC and DC circuits .containing inductance
.Identity and analyze ACand DC'circuits containing

capacitance
Analyze

.

nalyze and calculate AC series circuits.
Analyze and calculate AC parallel circuits
Describe generation of electromotive force
.Connect4C-generators.
Connect DC motors
Describe basic principle's of transformers.
Make polyphase connections of transformers
Make polyphase connections using commercial transformers
Describe special transformer applications
Connect alternators
Connect single-phase AC motors
Connect three-phase motors
Identify principles 'of automatic motor controllers
Describe and connect DC motor controllers
Describe and connect AC motor. controllers
Work on special assignments

INSTALLING ELECTRIC WIRE AND EQUIPMENT

Determine electrical conductor, ampacity and conduit
conductor capacity

Identify wiring methods and materials (splicing)
Wire bell circuits
Wire ceiling light controlled by wall switch
Wire three-way switches
Wire fourlway switches
wire a switched receptacle
/hstall and connect a Clourescent lamp
Explain the use of the National Electric Code (NEC)

PCGE veC.4110144.TICHNICAL C.ENfre4 080 PAGE 1
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B. Shift from large group instruction delivered by or dependent on Vie instructor
to a modularized, packaged mediated approach in which each student can spend
as much or as little time working on one taks to reach mastery before having
to go on to the next.

Basic assumptions and principles:

1. The instructor can only be at one place at a time.

2. !f various students are allowed to spend sufficient learning time on
each task to reach mastery, they will soon be working on different tasks
even if they start at the same time and place.

3. If students will be working on different tasks, 'something else other
than the instructor must deliver the bulk of the routine, initial
instruction in.pach task.

4. Most studentfcan learn efficiently and effectively from well developed
packaged and mediated' self-instructional learning materials.

5. Most anything an instructor can demonstrate live can be captured on
media. .

6. Most anything an instructor can explain verbally can be captured on
tape or put in print.

There are two popular approaches to developing learning packages:

1. Self contained modules (everything is contained within the module
itself.)

2. Student learning guides (the learning guide refers the student to
a variety of already available, external learning resources.

3. Competency-based curriculum has three parts: (a) competencies, (b)
existing resources to teach competencies (books, media, etc.). The
missing link is (c) ..et of directions in how to use resources on
a self-paced basis to master competencies.

4
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I.
Adyanr,a es of Packaged, !cuatedMaterials

1.- The eie of instruction can be controlled by the student, riot the
InTErector.. 7Ean giving a ZiEturm---67-01 instructor can at
what the best rate shauld.6e..Whatever

rate is followed, it is too
fast for some and too slow for others. When the instructor controls
the pace of instruction it's almost like someone else turning the
pages for yoti as you read. a book! They can only guess when to turn.
Sometimes it will be too soon and you will is some of what was on a
page: sometimes t will be too late and you'll become bored or dis-
tracted waiting. Learning packages and media allow the student to
decide whea_ta.turn the pate, when to advance the-filmstF577iiien to
attempt the practice.

2. Instructiorr can be sunned and restarted or reneated if necessary to
=earn etricenttLearningages tErNEEECEETETIOE--
most cry poi5Z-iIong the way and begin again in a'few minutes, tomor-
row or =Monday and pick-up exactly where he or she left off without
missing anything in betweem. Another plus is the ability to meat
instruction as often as needed to learn. This simply is tmpigiag
in the group oriented- approach. Once a Lecture or demonstration or
class discussion is over,. its gone forever.. It can never be repeated.
again. If a student failed to understand or was absent physically
or mentally) during a key portion, chances are, the group will move
right on to the next topic. Whea instruction is captured am the
printed page, in drawings, diagrams, videotapes, slides, etc., a
student can repeat all or part of it twice, three times or how often
aeeded to learn.

3. Students tail spend most of their da activel en in learning..
9any s es snow t over or e -y in group.instructional
settings is wasted just gettiirthe class settled, getting students
all started on their work and keeping the group under control. Mas-
tery learning studies:show that when students have learning packages
and media they spend the great majority of the day working
rather than'waltInsrfor the lecture to begin or waiting for Johnny to
sit still mnd be quiet so it can continue.

4. Learning materials are available when and where needed. If instruction
is packaged and meaated and stored in a place easily accessible to
students, instruction in each task is theoretically available 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week, all year Long. A student who was absent doesn't
have to miss aut. A student enrolling a month after school starts
doesn't have to catch up. Materials can be used during the day, the
evening,'the,summer and could evca be taken home and used. They are
available for use in the classroom. the shop, the lab, the library
or at a remote site. They can be used where they are most usefuL.

A word about quality. Delivering instruction by learning packages is no
different than delivering instruction byeinstructor lectures and demon-
strations or by computer in terms of the need for oualitY. A poorly
developed learning package is just as bad (actually than a poorly
prepared- and delivered demonstration or lecture. Learning packages will
only lead to mastery learning when they have been developed in a Quality
manner.

6
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C. Move away from using the clock, calendar or schedule to dictate when
students begin and end a task. Let students have some say (if appropriate)
in which task they will learn next and how ling they will spend on each
task. Require students to fully master one task before going on.

D. Shift away from testing that is heavily paper and pencil oriented and
that is done solely to evaluate learning. IncGrporate more "self-checks"
and other such informal tests that are designed to help students learn.
Evaluate mastery of each task rather than waiting to give only a unit
test, mid-term or final.

-,,,
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STATHS SELF CHECK NO.

DIRECTIONS:

Evaluate your knowledge-by completing these questions on a separate
sheet of paper.

1. Match the terms on the right to the correct definitions.

a. Rigid plastic pipe
b. Name size of pipe rather than actua

size
c. Plastic pipe which comes in a rull and

uses slip-in fittings with clamps
d. Laws and regulations which stipulate

type, size and quality of pipe material
to use

e. Short piece of pipe 12 inches or less
in length

f. Fluid-carrying pipe which has a thin
wall

.1
g. To coat metal, by hot dipping, with

zinc in order to prevent rusting

2. Select six types of pipes used
'X' in the appropriate blanks.

a.

b.

.c.

d.

e.

Black steel
Galvanized steel
Cast iron
Brick
PDT plastic

1. Tube

2. Galvanize

3. Plumbing code

4. Nominal. size

6. Nipple

7. Flexible
plastic pipe

in residential plumbing by placing an

f. P.E.
g. Ivory
h. Copper
i. Wood
j. Vitrified clay

3. Hatch the types of copper pipe on the right to the correct identification
colours.
(NOTE: Some colours identify two types of copper pipe.)

a. Yellow
b. Red
c. Blue
d. Green

1. L-soft
2. K-soft
3. DMV-Rigid
4. K-Rigid

H-Rigid
6. L-Rigid

AEI



WIMIIONON

Self Check
All=11117

Check your work using the items below:

1. Are all wires jointed together with
istranded wire twisted around solid
wire? .. . . . .

are all wire nuts secured tightly
and are wire ends completely covered? .

3. Are tall joined wires color matched? . . .

4. Ara GFI L.ne wires connected to the
circuit ;gni:wires? .

5. Are GFI Load wires and circuit Load k
wires connected? . .. . ... 7-7-. . . . .

6. Are all insulated wires without nicks
or cuts? . . . . . . , . .

i""t^,

9 1

p

.00

YES NO

OlaM11 ..1.4

5rPT I FROG Dtrr i TASK PREREQ

Inciusti 9273 C 1 6 1
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STATHS

(--;;;T'\
KNOWLEDGE TEST "c.

idASK: Analyze AC Circuits

El

DIRECTIONS: i

,The itsmstelow are Multiple Choice. On the separateAnswer Sheet, put the letter of the correct answer on theblank to the-left of the number of the question.
DO NOT MARK. ON THIS TEST!

1. For a circuit to be called AC it must change:
a. direction.
b. polarity.
c. directicn and polirity.
d. phase.

2. In this diagram, the circuit is:

a. in phase.
b. not 'resistive.
c. out -of- phase.
d. a true pc circuit.

3. In a complete cycle, the voltage sand current go to zero Value!
a. once.
b. never.
C. twice.
d. three times.

4. The number of electrical degrees in a complete cycle is:
a. 360.
b. 180.
c. 270.
d. 90.

5. The time of one cycle is called the:

a. Treauency.
b. period.
c. abscissa.
d. phase.

to"

r- Student r Instructor Date Attempt Result

000
2 3 4

CI Mastery
M Non- Mastery

10
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PERFORMANCE TEST FOR TASK NO..z.z.o...

.42Weld 3-Pass and 6-Pass Tee Joints in Flat Position

STUOIDIT'S 4A141 tan
PREcTiotis To TWILL At a school work station, you will weld3-pass and 6-pass tee joints in the flat position. Based upon itemslisted below, your instructor's evaluation will ,ietermine if you arecompetent in this task.

2.

3.

Were the leg lengths of all 3-pass welds approximatelyequal? .

Were the welds free of undercut and porosity? ........

Were the finished welds approximately the same size
from end to end on each workpiece'

Was distortion held to a minimum?

5. Were the craters filled?

.6. Were the throat sizes of all 6-pass welds approxi-
mately equal?

7. 1 Was the surface ripple of all weld beads uniform? .. .

=ATTAINED

C:3 NOT ATTAINED EVALUATOR'S MINIATURE
4..rogimt...airrmarrisonsurro

DUTY TA IC A T

11
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III. Management of Competency-Based Learning,

A. Planning each student's work
- Once enrolled, students need to know what they

should accomplish and in what sequence if there is a required sequence. Typicall
the student and instructor sit down together.and jointly decide what the
student will accomplish during the upcoming week, weeks, month or other time
period. Factors to consider in helping students to decide what to pork on next
include:

what has the student just completed?
in what areas are they most interested?
availability of equipment, media, supplies in each area.
have necessary prerequisites been mastered?
grouping of students of similar levels, interest, etc.
other factors.

B. Keeping up with daily and If.eekly progesss - This is one of the more pressing
management concerns. Since students may be pacing themselves, theinstructor
must be able to keep accurate tabs on who is working on what. Resons for
this are:

So necessary learning resources end materials can be made available when
needed.

So sutdents who are getting bogged down can be spotted and helped bofore
becoming frustrated.

For efficient scheduling of equipment, tools, work stations, live work,
etc.

C. Organization and management of the facility - One of the often overlooked
areas of management in implementing competency-based instruction is the
design, layout and management of the physical facility. In the traditional
approach, the facility is typically organized to accommodate a group of 20
or 30 students in a classroom area for lectures, theory, etc. and a shop,
lab or work area for performing hands-on activities. This approach is not
compatible with self-paced, individualized, mastery oriented programs.

On the following pages are shown layouts of calssrooms and labs for the
more conventional group oriented approach and layouts for competency-based
learning. One of the common changes that must be made in the traditional layout
is to create a "learning resource center". This is some area(s) where
individuals and small groups of students can read resource materials, view
and listen to mediated materials, complete written assignments, etc.

Approaches to setting up a learning resource center include:

"convert entire classroom into LRC.
convert a portion of classroom into LRC.
utilize centralized LRC for several programs or departments.
convert portion of stop or lab into LRC.

Typical areas included in the LRC might be:

storage of modules
storage of references
storage of media

storage of projectors, etc.
conference table
testing center(s)

12
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MGM 4E. ewe soap.. 01111*4 w.y Me. 10

Open work area for
boats and motors Tooiroom

Office

Qailtboard

10 work -Lecture piatfonn
beslthss
with!

--1-1V- g gLegegect c GlOgigg
Eqwt 0 gcggGG

Practice
stations for
"wet" work

Instructor's
desk

20 desks and
chairs for
students

FIGURE 74 Traditional Classroom and Shop Layout for Teaching

Media equipment
on toiler ears in

Stations for performance
testing on be work

AN Time
V card

0
)\ /

Test stations for
trainer engines

TIM
dock

Tooiroom

File c nets for
teaming guides

ind _tests

Prat. station
for lower unit

Manuals

.°0 CD®

ge for media
,Jouipment and software

,Statklfl for written tests

Learning stations
with audiovisual

'equipment set up

Plywood partitions
rem tables

Lcape miedifit

on
ifor lr wntten

selfchecks. etc.-L-Tc IfI2Itnni

practice stations

FIGURE 7.2 Layout of Classroom and Shop for Competency-based
Learning
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